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Calendar
Wednesday, December 22
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT

•

Monday, December 27
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA

Sunday, January 2
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA

Tuesday, December 28
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
Worcester, MA

Wednesday, January 5
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT

Wednesday, December 29
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
Weymouth, MA

Wednesday, January 12
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
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Thursday, December 30
In Control Advanced Driver Training
Cape Cod – Otis

February 5-7
• NADA Convention and Expo
San Francisco, Calif.
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from the President

by James G. Boyle, MSADA President

The Message is Clear

We can’t afford to compromise on principle

T

his year’s MSADA Annual Meeting and New England
International Auto Show Preview Night Gala were among our
most memorable ever. Thank you for taking the time to come
meet with your fellow dealers and enjoy our Auto Show. Below is an edited version of my opening speech – look for full
coverage of the Annual Meeting and Preview Night throughout the magazine:
Good afternoon everyone!
I would like to start by recognizing Bob O’Koniewski, the
staff of MSADA, and the Board of Directors. It is an honor
to speak to you all. I love to talk with other dealers about our
industry.
Business is slightly better than it was this time last year.
The industry is starting to show signs of stabilization, and I’m
optimistic about our future, as most of you are too. It’s just the
way we dealers look at things. Eighty-five percent of us have
just survived one of the most turbulent periods of history in
our industry. That was no accident.
The great exception is the dealers that were victims of the
community organizer-in-chief and his Auto Task Force –
which was stacked with a bunch of nobodies, certainly no one
with automotive experience, strangely by design. That was
outright theft.
The remaining individual dealers survived through strong
capitalization and careful expense control. We have multiple
sources of revenue under one roof; when one department is
not performing due to market conditions, we switch our focus
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to another one. Many of us that represent multiple brands can
diversify our resources even further, which helps.
Finally, we survived because our MSADA and NADA were
able to get out a message that no one dealer could have accomplished alone. The message was clear: “Hey Congress!
Dealers were not the reason GM, Ford and Chrysler all face
financial challenges. Challenges that led GM and Chrysler to
bankruptcy and left Ford crippled.”
Then, Congress targeted he No. 1 retail brand, Toyota, with
a witch hunt for Sudden Unintended Acceleration. While Congress embarrassed itself targeting Toyota, sales suffered across
all brands. All brands became suspect to electronic demons,
most of which, ironically, were government mandated. “Recall” is the new normal. Every recall erodes consumer confidence, which translates to lower sales.
We have learned some valuable lessons through this crisis,
and they will help us going forward. The biggest lesson is that
“The Dealership Model” is not widely understood by government officials, the media, or the general public. I am amazed
how often we have to educate people about how our business
works. People think we work in factory-owned real estate, the
factory trains our people for free, the factory provides the inventory and we just mark it up!
It’s not just MSADA that tells our story. Dealers everywhere
must speak up to ensure that lawmakers, media and the general
public understand the vital economic impact that we provide.
Automobile sales are the economic engine of our economy.
Massachusetts dealers generate 20% of state and municipal
revenue. A lot of people are surprised by this number. Regret-

MSADA
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Msada Board
Barnstable County
Gary Beard, Dick Beard Chevrolet

Berkshire County
[Open]

Bristol County
Shawn O’Hara, O’Hara Mazda

Essex County
William DeLuca, Woodworth Motors
Ann Regan Flynn, Regan Ford, Inc.

Franklin County
Steven Lorenz, Don Lorenz, Inc.

Hampden County
tably, some lawmakers know this and recognize us, the dealers, as their
targets, and we are the horse they want to ride. A 6.25% sales tax, increases in excise tax, gas tax, etc.; it goes on and on. Don’t forget these
new fuel efficient vehicles we sell reduce revenues, and they will look to
us for new revenue. Our economic horsepower will be targeted to further
fund more government.
Another valuable lesson: Elections have consequences. For the first
time, many of you saw first-hand how much impact the government has
on your daily business. The Obama Administration’s unprecedented attack on dealers, and the shameless acts of the Democrat-controlled Congress have just recently been dealt a resounding blow. Thank God America woke up. Led by Scott Brown, the message is clear: “Stop the spending.” There was no message to go down and work out a compromise.
Up until now, it has always been said that “politics is the art of compromise.” Not this time! As dealers we compromise on price every day.
That is where it ends – we will always fight for what is right, and we
will never compromise on principle. This Association exists to protect
and promote our business, and we must maintain that strong and steady
position. We must persevere.
There is some good news. There is one certainty in our industry – one
ever-present constant: The dealers. It’s us, you and me. No matter what,
we will be there. It is our Association. We must persevere. Together, we
have been through some tough times over the past year. We are involved
in one of the most dynamic, exciting industries in the world. The future
of our industry is bright, and it’s the dealers who are the stars.
I look forward to a successful show, and a prosperous 2011. God bless
MSADA, and God bless America!
Thank You.

t
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Jack Sarat, Jr., Sarat Ford

Hampshire County
[Open]

Middlesex County
James Boyle, Tuck’s Trucks
Chris Connolly Jr., Herb Connolly Motors
Scott Dube, Bill Dube Hyundai

Norfolk County
Jack Madden, Jr., Jack Madden Ford
Charles Tufankjian, Toyota Scion of Braintree

Plymouth County
Scott Shulman, Best Chevrolet

Suffolk County
Robert Boch, Expressway Toyota

Worcester County
Joel Baker, Baker Cadillac
Steven Sewell, Westboro Mitsubishi

Medium/Heavy-Duty Truck Dealer
Director-at-Large
Christine Alicandro, Marty’s GMC Isuzu

Immediate Past President
[Open]

NADA Director
Raymond Ciccolo, Village Auto Group

Officers
President, James G. Boyle
Vice President, Scott Dube
Treasurer, Jack Madden, Jr.
Clerk, Chris Connolly, Jr.
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Legislative Action

Annual Meeting and
Preview Night 2010
by Robert O’Koniewski, Esq.
MSADA Executive Vice President

O

n November 30 your Association convened
its 70th Annual Meeting at the Boston Convention
and Exhibition Center in South Boston. Members
heard from excellent speakers such as motivational
guru Dave Anderson, Automotive News publisher
Peter Brown, RMV Registrar Rachel Kaprielian,
NADA Dealer Academy instructor Robert Atwood, and even a video presentation from U.S.
Senator Scott Brown, who was tied up in Washington due to the Democrats’ lame duck session.
The Annual Meeting led right into our Auto
Show Preview Night Gala that evening, the proceeds from which benefit our Charitable Foundation’s Automotive Technician Scholarship
Program. Gala attendees had first night access to
the auto show layout, which had increased participation from the manufacturers over last year’s
set up. This month’s magazine has a full recap of
these events.
Finally, we owe a huge debt of gratitude to our
generous sponsors for these events. Many of our
associate members purchased sponsorships, and
we have detailed their levels of participation in
this issue. As always, we ask our member dealers
to keep our associates and sponsors in mind when
they seek various services. Our Annual Meeting
and Preview Night Gala would not be the successes they have become without this outside support. Thank you to all our sponsors.

Federal Court on Warranty
Reimbursements
As dealers become more aggressive in asserting their rights under various state laws requiring manufacturers to pay retail rates for warranty
DECEMBER 2010
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service, the legal battle continues over the manufacturer’s ability to recoup and/or recover the cost
for complying with these laws. In New Jersey, a
lawsuit has resulted in a favorable ruling for dealers exceeding $2.7 million dollars against Ford
to offset the surcharges it had imposed on new
vehicle inventory. The surcharge was imposed to
recover the increased cost it incurred paying dealers more than its typical nationwide markup. The
damage award was for only four dealers covering
amounts they had been surcharged between 2002
and 2006. The United States Court of Appeals for
the Third Circuit now gets to debate the issue.
As Massachusetts dealers increasingly seek this
money they are entitled to under our franchise
law (Chapter 93B), this case and the results of
the related appeal will set a precedent for when
various manufacturers initiate similar strategies
to compensate for the money they have to pay out
to our local dealers.

FTC’s Dealer Website
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has
established an on-line “Business Center” on its
website at www.business.ftc.gov. The new site
provides business owners the tools they need to
understand and comply with the various consumer protection laws, rules, and regulations promulgated and enforced by the FTC. The FTC also has
established a dealer-specific site on the Business
Center at www.business.ftc.gov/selected-industries/automobiles. At this link, dealers can obtain
information about such topics as the Used Car
Rule, the New Privacy Rule, and labeling guidelines for alternative fueled vehicles.

MSADA
2011 Fuel Economy Guide
As we reported in Bulletin #50
(12/2/10), the U.S. Department of Energy
and the Environmental Protection Agency
recently released the 2011 Fuel Economy
Guide. The guide provides detailed fuel
economy numbers for MY 2011 light-duty vehicles, along with estimated annual
fuel costs and other information for prospective purchasers. Dealers who sell new
vehicles with a gross vehicle weight rating under 8,500 pounds must prominently
display a paper copy of the guide where
new vehicles are offered for sale and must
provide copies to customers upon request.
There are a number of options available
for dealers to comply:
• EPA/DOE is electronically distributing the guide to dealers for printing as
needed. If the agencies do not have your
e-mail address on file, dealers can send
their e-mail addresses to fueleconomy@
ornl.gov to get an updated electronic copy
of the guide sent to them automatically as
it becomes available each year
• Dealers can go to the official website
at www.fueleconomy.gov, download the
guide, save it, and print it as necessary.
• Dealers can order hard copies of the
guide at the official site or by calling
DOE’s Information Center at (877) 3373463 between 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. EDT, or
by using the provided form to order copies by mail. Hard copies will be mailed,
free of charge, in December 2010.

Truck Dealers Lobby Federal
Officials
ATD Chairman Kyle Treadway represented the nation’s truck dealers during
a hearing last month in Chicago on the
Nation’s first-ever fuel economy rules for
commercial and work trucks and engines.
Treadway told officials from the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) and Environment Protection
Agency (EPA) that any new mandates
must be “appropriate, cost-effective and
technologically feasible.” He highlighted

the significance of Section 102 of the Energy Independence and Security Act of
2007 (EISA), which requires that NHTSA
determine whether to issue fuel economy
rules for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, work trucks, and engines. He also
underlined the importance of prohibiting a state-by-state “patchwork” of fuel
economy regulations, which would disrupt interstate commerce. Treadway testified that this prohibition of any patchwork
of state laws related to fuel economy is
critical to dealers who sell new vehicles in
several states, yet is even more important
to our dealers’ customers, such as for-hire
carriers, private companies, public fleets
and owner operators who purchase trucks
and engines in every state in the nation.

FTC Rules - January 1, 2011
Compliance Date
At various times of the year we issued
bulletins discussing the January 1, 2011,
compliance date for two FTC rules: the
New Privacy Notice Rule and the RiskBased Pricing Rule. To assist dealers with
their compliance, NADA has crafted two
guides that are available through NADA
University.
A Dealer Guide to the Risk-Based Pricing Rule and A Dealer Guide to the FTC
Privacy Rule and the Model Privacy Notice have been posted to NADA University’s Resource Toolbox, where members
can find it in the “Legal” category. The first
guide identifies dealer requirements under
the new federal Risk-Based Pricing Rule
which, beginning Jan. 1, 2011, generally
requires creditors who use credit reports
to issue a new notice to customers who
receive credit from them but on relatively
unfavorable terms. The second guide explains the new Model Privacy Notice that
dealers and other financial institutions
must transition to by Jan. 1, 2011, if they
wish to have safe harbor protection for the
language used to describe their privacy
policies. The bulletins we issued on these
subjects can be accessed by our members
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at the MSADA website, www.msada.org.
The guides are provided free of charge to
NADA and ATD members, who are notified by email when guides are available
on www.NADAuniversity.com.

2011 Dues Invoices
Your Association will be sending out
2011 dues invoices to all our dealership
and associate members on January 1st.
Our members’ dues help fund the Association’s activities on their behalf, including
our lobbying on Beacon Hill and in Washington, our member counsel services, our
communications to dealers, and our education and training activities.
Further, as part of your 2011 membership invoice, MSADA will continue to
pay a portion of your NADA dues, thereby protecting your wallet and increasing
our commitment to the national dealers
association. For 2011, MSADA will pay
50% of the NADA dues for each of our
MSADA members. Once we have your
NADA dues information from NADA
later this year, we will cover half of that
cost for you.
Over the last several years we have witnessed quite a bit of economic disruption
in our industry. More than ever, our dealers need a strong MSADA. MSADA will
continue to lead on the various issues that
threaten the viability of our dealerships.
We will strive tirelessly to keep you informed of developments in our industry
and how they will play out in Massachusetts. These efforts also include working
closely with NADA to better serve our
members.
Our strength lies in our members. With
your continued support and membership
renewal, we can build on our current
foundation and begin to enhance your Association’s core purposes of communication, advocacy, and education.

t
MSADA Executive Vice President
Robert O’Koniewski can be reached at
rokoniewski@msada.org
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2010 MSADA ANNUAL MEETING

A Year of Teamwork
and Success

“Grassroots is
the only way to
fight these
bills.”
– Legislative Agent
Jim Hurrell

Finding Com
DECEMBER 2010
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MSADA

A

year after one of the most difficult in the history of the industry, MSADA President Jim Boyle began the 2010 Annual
Meeting with a message of optimism in the face of near-constant
political threats.
Boyle was optimistic, he noted, because 2010 was punctuated
with several important victories for dealers on Capitol Hill and at
the Massachusetts State House.
The federal Consumer Financial Protection Act, which became
law this year, saw some of the most important dealer advocacy
undertaken yet. Until the final hours before Congress voted, it
had included dealers within a new regulatory agency that would
have drastically changed how
dealers interacted with the
government.
In Massachusetts, the “Right
to Repair” act was again swept
aside, after proponents spent
millions in advertising and
lobbying on Beacon Hill. Ultimately, Boyle noted, it was
dealers’ grassroots action that
saw the federal
legislation
altered and the “Right to Repair” bill fail.
“These are the things we can accomplish working
together,” Boyle noted. “Thank you, to all of you
that took the time to call, email, write, fax or even
visit with a legislator on these issues.”
Also important, Boyle concluded, is maintaining (or repairing) relationships between dealers and
manufacturers.
“Events over the last couple years have strained
our relationship with a couple of manufacturers,
and we will always have some differences,” he said.
“But, we can’t do business without each other, so
we will always find common ground.”

Ringing the Bell
While taking time to focus on the past year’s victories, MSADA Executive Vice President Robert O’Koniewski and Legislative Agent Jim Hurrell outlined some of the battles that will likely
come to the State House in 2011.
Hurrell noted “Right to Repair” will likely return, and that
grassroots efforts will again determine the fate of the bill.
“When we ring the bell, that means we need help with the legislators from our dealers’ areas,” Hurrell said. “Grassroots is the
only way to fight these bills.”
NADA Director Ray Ciccolo added that legislative successes
on Capitol Hill are a way to measure the impact donations to the
Dealer Election Action Committee
have on legislators – fundraising for
2010 has been among the most successful for Massachusetts in years.
Among the 2010 DEAC recipients was new U.S. Senator Scott
Brown, who had planned to attend
the Annual Meeting
but found himself
stuck in Washington
as the Senate continued to debate extending unemployment benefits.
“We’ve been in a tough economy, but I’m optimistic things will get better. We have an incredible
private sector in Massachusetts,” Brown said in a
video message. “We need to take steps to ensure
you, the job creators, have confidence to hire an extra salesman in the showroom, invest in equipment
in the garage, or even open a new dealership.”
Brown noted, however, that fighting to make it
easier to create jobs is an uphill battle.
“Washington has left you in limbo waiting for
answers,” he said. “None of you would run a business that way.”

mon Ground
www.msada.org Massachusetts Auto Dealer DECEMBER 2010
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2010 MSADA ANNUAL MEETING
RMV Registrar Shares
MassDOT Successes

Former State House legislator Rachel
Kaprielian has now served as head of the
RMV for two of the agency’s most challenging years in recent memory. She appeared
before the dealers for a third time to address
dealers at the MSADA Annual Meeting with a
significant list of accomplishments.
“There were a lot of naysayers,” Kaprielian
said of last year’s merger of several state
agencies into one Department of Transportation,
including the RMV. “Some
of that was internal, some
of it external, but what was
really encouraging is how
much the spirit is taking hold.
We have real successes we
can talk about one year later.”
“It will succeed if it is a
proper steward of the system,” she added. “What does
that mean? Saving money;
Our attitude $124 million was saved in
at MassDOT the past year.”
In addition to saving
money,
Kaprielian noted
is ‘Why not?’
customer service is at its
highest level in recent memory, citing the fact
that in the last year wait times at RMV locations have been reduced to eight minutes on
average.
“If you can make it as painless as you can,
that’s us doing our jobs,” she added. “All of us
-- under one big banner -- are thinking about
serving the customer.”
Kaprielian also stated that she enjoys the
relationship she has with MSADA leadership
and their ability to work together on issues
important to dealers, like the elimination of
the police book, which she said “I know dealers hate,” and solving lien release and titling
problems.
Kaprielian finished by highlighting the success of the RMV’s “online branch,” which
was launched during her tenure and will see
its millionth registration this year. She cited it
as evidence of the agency’s willingness to try
new things.
“Our attitude at MassDOT is ‘Why not?’”
Kaprielian added.
DECEMBER 2010

Automotive News
Publisher Predicts
Better 2011
Automotive News publisher Peter
Brown presented dealers with a sharp
commentary on the state of the auto industry a year after two bankruptcies and
one of the worst sales climates ever.
He said the Big Three will be able to
continue their successful run as long as
“Detroit has the discipline to not overproduce.”
The market has also been affected by
Toyota’s struggles, Brown said, citing
the company’s recall issues as one of
the biggest stories of the year.
“Toyota now, to some extent, has dug
out from it. But they’re underperforming in the market. We’ve never seen
Toyota not do better than the market.”
“Reputation is a tough thing,” he
added. “It’s a lot easier to lose than it
is to gain.”

“
”
Being
No. 1
is the
wrong
goal.

In the coming year,
Brown said the manufacturers need to put a new focus on product, rather than
aiming for sales numbers.
“Being No. 1 is the
wrong goal. That’s where
Toyota got into trouble.
The goal needs to be offering tremendous products at tremendous
value to consumers, at a price that’s going to make money.”
“I’m predicting you’ll have a much
better 2011,” Brown concluded. “Take
it to the bank.”

NADA Instructor Offers Fixed Operations Lesson
NADA Academy Management Instructor Robert Atwood gave a free lesson in service shop economics – an aspect of the business he says is in sore need of more attention from dealers.
“The sales department will sell the first car,”
Atwood noted. “Service sells the second and third
car.”
Atwood outlined several steps dealers should
take to make sure their shops are not just more
accessible to customers.
“If you’re not open weekend and evenings for
service, you’re driving you’re
customer somewhere else,” he explained. “As dealers, there’s only
one person to blame, and that’s
you. There’s no reason your service hours should not mirror your sales department.”
Atwood also went through several steps in tightening operations, including a reanalysis of how the shop labor is thought out.
“Technician time is invisible and important,” he said. “If we don’t use it today, we
cannot carry it over.”
Keeping customers informed is also, critical. If customers know the damage they
are doing to their car by not keeping things running properly, they’ll be more likely
to ask for preventative maintenance. Atwood recommended keeping a “gunked-up”
engine on display.
“You’ve got to start educating the consumers,” he concluded. “It’s not difficult.”
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GUEST SPEAKERS
McCarter & English
Offers Franchise,
Appraisal Advice
McCarter & English presented a number of issues for dealers to think about in the upcoming
year, highlighting the pitfalls that can be avoided
with both the state and manufacturers.
Attorney Scott Silverman briefed attendees on a
timely issue for many in the audience: re-upping
franchise agreements.
“A lot of disputes that we see start the same
way: A local rep says to the dealer ‘Are you committed to the brand?’Once you hear this, you need
to begin planning your options. Do you want to invest more, or is it time to maybe sell and move on?
In other words, is the juice worth the squeeze?”
Silverman cautioned, however, that dealers are

Dave Anderson Advocates
‘Red Belt Mentality’

usually in a better position than they think, and
that they “shouldn’t assume that you can’t negotiate the terms of the deals.”
Attorney Josie Martinez outlined the regulations
on the fine line between promotions, raffles and
what the state has declared illegal. Mostly, she said,
the issue comes down to advertising “free stuff.”
“If you put ‘free’ in a newspaper ad, the Attorney General’s office will be all over you,” Martinez said.
Attorney Frank Ferruggia concluded with a
word of advice for dealers who haven’t sought reappraisal on their property: Do it now.
“If you haven’t reevaluated your tax appraisal
in the past few years, I can almost guarantee you
you’re paying too much,” he said.
For more information on these issues, e-mail
mccarterenglishllp@mccarter.com and ask for
their Automotive Bulletin.

Annual Meeting veteran Dave Anderson struck on his standard message of the
value of hard work, but also had new advice for business owners staring down
tough times.
“Better decisions can make conditions a lot less relevant,” Anderson explained.
“You can’t wish your way out of a tough time.”
Two years after the beginning of the auto industry crisis, Anderson stressed the
need for continued growth, both personally and within the dealership. He called
it the “red belt mentality” – the urge to keep striving for the next highest level.
“The No. 1 obligation of a leader is to grow,” he said. “The
opposite of growth is decline. Decline is a cancer.”
Anderson
also stressed
refocusing
on hiring as
an “elimination process”
rather than
–Dave Anderson
an inclusive
process.
“Success leaves clues, and so does failure,” he added. “There
are a lot of likable losers out there.”
Understanding the goal of your business for the next year
is also important, Anderson concluded, as well as not missing
the lessons learned during the downturn that “exposed the
sins we committed during the good times.”
“What is it that you want in 2011?” he asked. “As the leader, you can’t delegate that.”

“What is it that you want
in 2011? As the leader,

you can’t delegate that.”
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2010 MSADA ANNUAL MEETING

Special Thanks to our Annual
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Sponsors

Meeting Sponsors
The CRM for forward thinking Dealers
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Photos by Mara Eyllon
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RECOGNITION
D ealer

of the

Year

William P. DeLuca III
Bill DeLuca, owner of Woodworth
Motors and MSADA Director for Essex
County, was awarded the Massachusetts
Dealer of the Year Award at the 2010
Annual Meeting.
DeLuca, who will be the Massachusetts nominee for the national TIME
Magazine Dealer of the Year designation,
will attend the award ceremony at the
San Francisco NADA Convention and
Expo in February 2011.

Your

2011

MSADA Officers

James Boyle
President
Tuck’s Trucks, Inc.

Scott Dube
Vice President
Bill Dube Hyundai

Jack Madden, Jr.
Treasurer
Jack Madden Ford

Ray Ciccolo
NADA Director
Village Auto Group

Chris Connolly, Jr.
Clerk
Herb Connolly
Motors

Steven Lorenz
At-Large Executive
Committee Member
Don Lorenz

Left to right: MSADA President Jim Boyle, Bill DeLuca and MSADA
Executive Vice President Robert O’Koniewski.

Friends of the Scholarship Program
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28

from Around
the Horn

BOSTON

Mass. Gains Four Fiat Franchises
As anticipation builds for the return of the Fiat brand to the United
States in February, the recently announced list of 130 franchise locations
includes four Massachusetts dealers.
The four franchises will include
Fiat of Norwood, owned by Peter
Catanese; Fiat of Peabody, owned
by Brian Kelly; Fiat of Worcester,
owned by Herb Chambers; and
Fiat of Cape Cod, owned by Joe
Laham.
“Our whole company is excited,”
The Fiat 500
Kelly told The Boston Globe, adding that his son led the proposal team. “We had six people pretty much dedicated to that project for three weeks. We described our plans for the facility,
how we’d staff it, our sales philosophy and company history, and we even
did some Fiat radio commercials in our ‘That’s the Kelly Way’ style.”
Chambers is reportedly building a showroom next to his Chrysler Jeep
Dodge dealership in Millbury.
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BARNSTABLE

Andrew Beard Graduates from
NADA Dealer Academy
Andrew Beard, the son of Dick Beard Chevrolet Subaru owner Gary
Beard, recently graduated from NADA’s Dealer Academy in Virginia.
Beard, a sales manager who will one day take over dealership operations from his father, said the Academy was an excellent way to reinforce
what he had learned during his time working his way through the dealerships’ departments.
“They really gave us a lot of in-depth, accurate knowledge about how to operate a dealership in every department,” Beard said.
The program, which called for trips back and
forth to the campus over the course of the year
as students complete assignments at their dealerships, is geared toward
practical application of what’s learned in the classroom.
“If somebody is in the same position I am, who’s in the position to take
over as a successor, it’s a must-do,” Beard added. “It’s a phenomenal
program.”
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MSADA News

2010: The Year
in Bulletins
#1 FTC Issues New Model Privacy Notice, 1/5/10
#2 Notice for GM, Chrysler Dealers, 1/8/10
#3 Data Security Regulations, 1/11/10
#4 Risk-Based Pricing Rule, 1/14/10
#5 Data Security Regulations Webinar, 1/25/10
#6 Right to Repair Update, 2/22/10
#7 Data Security Regulations – Reminder, 2/23/10
#8 Employee Costs – New Changes, 2/25/10
#9 IRS Rules for Computerized Accounting Records,
2/26/10
#10 RMV to Begin Enforcement of Buy Here-Pay Here
Rules, 3/1/10
#11 COBRA Subsidy Eligibility Extended Through March
31, 3/4/10
#12 Dealers & Sales of Motor Vehicle Insurance, 3/11/10
#13 HIRE Act, 3/19/10
#14 Hyundai Warranty Policy, 4/5/10
#15 Buy Here-Pay Here Update, 4/19/10
#16 93B Dealer Call to Action, 4/15/10
#17 NADA Dealer Call to Action, 4/23/10
#18 NADA Dealer Call to Action – Again, 4/30/10
#19 Brownback Vote Today 5/13/10
#20 Friday Hat Trick (Brownback Amendment, COBRA
Subsidy, Red Flags Rule), 5/14/10
#21 Action on Brownback Motion, 5/21/10
#22 Success on Brownback Motion, 5/25/10
#23 Red Flags Rule Extended, 6/1/10
#24 CFPA-Wall Street Journal Poll, 6/8/10
#25 HIRE Act Forms Available, 6/10/10
#26 Is Your Pay Plan Legal?, 6/11/10
#27 Independence Day 2010, 6/14/10
#28 RMV New Title Paper, 6/15/10
#29 Do You Have an Extra $300K for the Attorney General?, 6/15/10
#30 Sales Pay Plan Webinar on MSADA Website, 6/24/10
#31 RTR Dealer Call to Action, 7/6/10
#32 Mass. Senate Approves Auto Body Labor Rate Bill,
7/14/10
#33 REMINDER: RTR Dealer Call to Action, 8/2/10
#34 RTR Update, 8/2/10
#35 Sales Tax Holiday, 8/6/10
#36 IRS UNICAP Audits Suspended, 8/20/10
#37 Holiday Pay Rules Reminder, 8/30/10
#38 Negative Employee Info, 8/31/10
#39 CORI Law Changes, 9/16/10
#40 Child Labor Laws Clarified, 9/17/10
#41 NADA Webinars, 9/17/2010
#42 Cash Reporting Rules Reminder, 9/20/2010
#43 SBA Floor Plan Lending, 10/8/10
#44 New SPCC Compliance Date 10/15/10
#45 REMINDER, Upcoming NADA Webinars, 10/26/10
#46 New Generic Employment Application, 10/28/10
#47 Scam Alert, 11/8/10
#48 UNICAP Update, 11/17/10
#49 UNICAP Webinar, 11/24/10
#50 2011 Fuel Economy Guide, 12/2/10
#51 Jan. 1 Compliance Reminder, 12/6/10
#52 Year-End Reporting, 12/8/10
#53 Christmas Day, New Year’s Day Fall on a Saturday,
12/13/10
#54 FTC Rules Compliance Webinar, 12/15/10
#55 Tax Relief Act of 2010, 12/20/10
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NEWS from Around the Horn
IRVINE, Calif.

Kia Partners with eBay to Sell
Vehicles Online
Kia Motors announced late last month that it has launched a
partnership with online auction site eBay that will enable customers to buy 2011 models online, based on local dealers’ inventory.
Online shoppers will
be able to see what models are available locally
and make offers on specific vehicles.
Kia sales VP Tom
Loveless said 345 dealerships have already
enrolled in the program,
while around two are being added every day.
“eBay Motors’ large,
multi-dimensional marketplace aligns perfectly
with Kia’s rapidly expanding brand and of-
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fers consumers a comprehensive and convenient shopping experience for our entire new vehicle lineup,” Loveless said in a
press release. “Attracting vast online audiences to Kia through a
pleasant online purchasing experience furthers Kia Motors’ sales
and marketing strategies.”
According to research from J.D. Power and Associates, Internet
auto shopping is up 17 percent so far this year, with 79 percent of
buyers use a third-party website before making a purchase.
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FRAMINGHAM

Herb Chambers Seeks to
Build New Facilities
Herb Chambers is planning to convert two downtown
Framingham buildings into a body shop and storage
facility for its Metrowest dealerships. Director of Construction Sal Sachetta told The Boston Globe the facility
would create 65 jobs.
“The Chambers company saw an opportunity in
Framingham with this,” Sachetta was quoted as saying.
“Bringing this business into Framingham is going to be
a good all-around thing for Herb Chambers and the town
of Framingham.”
Sachetta noted the repair shop could be operational as
early as January since little work is required on the two
former Avery Dennison buildings.
So far, the town planners have appeared willing to allow
the new use for the buildings, although they are reportedly
asking that a new sidewalk be donated.
“We’re excited about it and we look forward to working with the town,” Sachetta added.. “They’re going to
say, ‘Chambers is a good neighbor, they’re doing a good
thing.’”
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NEWS from Around the Horn
BOSTON

First Ford Transit Connect Taxi Arrives in Boston
The first Ford Transit Connect Taxi in the
United States was delivered this month to Boston Cab Dispatch at the New England International Auto Show.
Brett Barenholtz, CEO of Boston Cab Dispatch, received the keys to the Transit Connect
Taxi and said he is eager to put it into service.
“Transit Connect Taxi offers important features for our passengers and our drivers,” Barenholtz said at the auto show. “It has more legroom and cargo space, better fuel efficiency, and
makes the entire operation more economical.”
Sentry Ford in Medford was the delivering
dealer, working with Boston Cab Dispatch to
integrate Transit Connect into the cab company’s fleet.
“We’re excited to see Transit Connect Taxi in
service in Boston,” said Kevin Koswick, director of Ford’s North American Fleet Operations.
“Ford is committed to offering new solutions
and maintaining our leadership as America’s
No. 1 taxi provider.”
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The 2011 Ford Transit Connect Taxi appeared at the New England International Auto
Show. Photo by Daniel Zeese
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NADA Update

by Ray Ciccolo

NADA Advocacy Leads to UNICAP Tax Ruling
Dramatic turnaround by IRS
is ‘huge victory’ for dealers
NADA advocacy has led to a significant UNICAP tax
ruling, resolving several contentious and potentially very
costly income tax issues that have arisen over the past five
years. The IRS ruling simplifies uniform capitalization
methods of accounting. The dramatic turnaround by the IRS
is a huge victory for dealers.
The new accounting methods, outlined in IRS Revenue
Procedure 2010-44, generally authorize car and truck dealers to treat their main sales facility as a “retail” facility and
therefore permit them to forego having to capitalize (instead
of expense) certain costs associated with their inventories.
“Effectively, activities that occur at the dealer’s main
sales facility where they conduct on-site retail sales will be
considered retail in nature,” says Paul Metrey, NADA chief
regulatory counsel (Financial Services, Privacy, and Tax).
“Because of these new “safe harbors,” dealers who change
to the new methods will not have to capitalize handling and
storage costs related to those activities.”
The revenue procedure was a “dramatic change” in the
way the IRS had applied the UNICAP rules to franchised
dealers in recent years, when many audited dealers saw the
IRS propose a significant and unexpected increase to their
taxable income. Under these new accounting methods, dealers will no longer be exposed to burdensome income tax requirements that have arisen during IRS audits of dealerships
over the past five years.
NADA’s advocacy on behalf of dealers started in early
2006, when IRS auditors began to take the position that
dealers were undercapitalizing their inventory costs, despite
the fact that numerous dealers had received prior IRS approval of their inventory accounting methods.
NADA engaged the IRS and Treasury on a number of
fronts, prompting three meetings with the IRS and Treasury
in which a NADA-assembled group of dealers, accountants,
and attorneys advanced the need for safe harbor accounting
methods for dealers. This effort ultimately led to the IRS’s
creation of the safe harbor accounting methods in Revenue
Procedure 2010-44.
Metrey urges dealers to consult their tax professionals concerning the new revenue procedure. Furthermore,
NADA has posted a helpful set of frequently asked questions about the new UNICAP “safe harbor” methods at
www.nada.org/regulations. And on Nov. 30, NADA University hosted a Webinar devoted to the subject, featuring IRS Motor Vehicle Technical Advisor Terri Harris and
NADA tax consultants from Crowe Horwath, LLP.
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Strong Used Market Boosts November Sales,
Says NADA Guide Book
A strong market for used cars and trucks boosted sales for a
number of large dealer groups in November, according to data
compiled by NADA Guide Book, the official used car guide.
Data suggest that consumers are gravitating toward more
affordable used vehicles when replacing their worn out cars
and trucks, and the tight supply of late-model used models
is keeping prices high.
“This has also stimulated more interest from dealerships
in retailing older, high-mileage vehicles that previously
would have been sent to auctions,” says Jonathan Banks,
executive auto analyst for NADA Guide Book. However,
Banks predicts that the heightened prices dealers are fetching for used vehicles may eventually push many consumers
to consider buying new. And with production of many new
models ramping up, manufacturers may be tempted to introduce incentives.
Still, several indicators in October pointed to a healthy auto
industry going into 2011. New-car sales in October rose to an
annualized rate of 12.2 million units, helped by a 16 percent
increase in retail sales year-over-year. National unemployment remains a concern, Banks says, but that could change as
the economy improves over the coming months.
“We’re seeing manufacturers embrace flexible production schedules to ensure that production stays in line with
demand,” Banks said.

NADA and ATD Members Auto-Enrolled in
NADA University
All NADA and ATD members have been automatically
enrolled in NADA University and will soon receive a letter with their user name and password, simple instructions
to get started, and informative flyers describing NADA U’s
Learning Hub and Resource Toolbox. Additionally, NADA
University Customer Service will be contacting each member by phone to schedule a personal tour of NADA U. If you
would like to schedule your tour early, please email NADAuniversity@nada.org or call us at (800) 557-6232.
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Ray Ciccolo, Village Auto Group,
represents MSADA members on
the NADA board of directors.
He welcomes your questions and
concerns (rjciccolo@aol.com).
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